
Klaudia Stavreva (Womenswear) designer, (Ethnographic) research and storytelling
phone: +49 (0) 173 943 97 87 | eMail: mme.stavreva@gmail.com | https://www.linkedin.com/in/klaudiastavreva/

EDUCATION

09/2015 – 07/2017 Master of Arts, Fashion Design | ArtEZ University of the Arts, Arnhem (NL)
Scholarships: Dullertsstichting Arnhem, Schuurman Schimmel-van Outeren Stichting.
Extensive research and experimentation on trimmings, finishing and embellishment, and
how these can be integrated into garments, providing function and influencing the shape
and sensation of the garment. Resulting in a collection of 14 interchangeable looks,
based on ethnographic research.
Final presentation incorporating personal multimedia research and performance at Atelier
Néerlandais, Paris. Collection presentation during Amsterdam Fashion Week, including
leading a team of 35 people. My (visual) thesis research report was considered to be of
exemplary quality and presented as a prototype at several universities in The
Netherlands.

09/2010 – 07/2014 Bachelor of Arts, Fashion Design | ArtEZ University of the Arts, Arnhem (NL)
Scholarships received: Schuurman Schimmel-van Outeren Stichting.

08/2008 – 07/2009 Higher Diploma, University Entrance | Technical College of Art and Design,
Osnabrück (DE)

08/2006 – 07/2007 Fashion and Design Academy, Tailoring school | Hannover (DE)
08/2003 – 01/2006 Vocational Training Multimedia Design | Berufsfachschule am Westerberg,

Osnabrück (DE)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

03/2021 – current Konstantin von Sichart (Filmmaker, Artist, Composer) | Berlin (DE)
Founding member of creative duo Tamaro Tigro (start-up)): collaborative artistic and
design direction for musicians and performers. Involved in all phases of the design
process, including iconographic research, brand expression, concept, and product
development. Administration, negotiation and communication.

11/2017 – 07/2018 The Poetic Disaster Club, Club Guy & Roni | Groningen (NL)
Costume design for contemporary dance and performance collective 'Teddy's last ride' –
development of costumes for the performance Through the Valley nominated for and
winner of the Spr!tzl award for young musical theatre talents (Amsterdam). Including
visual research, movement research on stage, design development, styling, and
coordination of execution.

08/2017 – 12/2022 STAVREVA KREATOR | Founder and Kreator, self-employed
Creative studio, fashion design, concept, and ethnographic research.

08/2014 – 05/2015 Research year, on location in Europe and South-Eastern Europe 
A field trip to North Macedonia, visiting manufacturers and production companies for
sourcing, sampling, and ethnographic research.

04/2013 – 07/2013 Maison Martin Margiela 'Artisanal', Assistant Designer (Internship) | Paris (FR)
Direct Assistant to then-head designer Matthieu Blazy and Emilie Duval, with
Involvement in all aspects of the design process and show presentation, extending to the
restoration of vintage garments and designing hand-drawn sketches and swatches for
Jacquard and embroidered pieces. The final print and embroidery placement, including
the creation of final prototypes, for the Maison Margiela Collection défilé Femme and
Haute Couture A/W 2013.

mailto:mme.stavreva@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/klaudiastavreva/
https://youtu.be/oYPqD_xmvcc
https://vimeo.com/276715998


WORKSHOP / PROJECT PARTICIPATION

2016 Crafts Council Nederland | Crafts Campus 2016 | Masterclass Embroidery and other
handcraft techniques | Drenthe (NL)
Inspiration research and study of the history of ancient embroidery crafts, and techniques during a
five-day workshop. Experimentation with finishing and trimmings

Crafts Council Nederland | Masterclass Haute Couture Hand-knitting | Fries Museum,
Leeuwarden (NL)
Learned and mastered hand-knitting basics and advanced techniques including Intarsia, double
knitting, and reverse knitting during a five-day intensive workshop.

ArtEZ Fashion Masters & Future Makers | Duo Research / Think Tank | Arnhem (NL)
Analysed the recycling behaviour of private households regarding plastic waste. Researched moral
behaviour, environmental attitude and social preferences. Analysed the effectiveness of recycling
systems. Researched sustainable circular economy. Created a proposal for resourcing plastic waste
into new material and returning it as a collectable item, for example, plastic waste turned into 3D
printing material for private households.

2015 Crafting Wearables | Eurecat Functional Textiles CRTTT: Research Center for Textile
Technology | Barcelona (ES)
Participant in an interdisciplinary research group (week-long intensive) with PhD students in the
fields of architecture, product design, fashion design and interaction design from The Royal
College of Art London (UK) and Universität der Künste, Berlin (DE).
Experimented with smart textiles, including conductive and responsive yarns. Development of
techniques for twisting and shaping using heat and water. Explored how smart textiles can be
integrated into the fashion and design industry functionally and aesthetically.
Findings were presented as a digital mock-up of a machine-knitted fringe coat with hand-woven
elements, incorporating conductive yarns. Demonstrated how the garment transforms, by
applying steam and returning to its original shape.

HARD SKILLS
Adobe Creative Suite, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign, Microsoft
Office, CMS-System (WordPress), Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Final Cut Pro, Bernina
DesignerPlus 8, Marvelous Designer/Clo3D entry-level

PRACTICAL SKILLS
Design, Concept development, Visual research, Colour research, Fabric, and material research,
Fashion design, Art, Vintage research, Iconographic research, Trims and finishes, Leather work,
Embroidery design, Collection development, Garment construction, Trend forecasting, Drapery,
Pattern cutting, Tailoring, Toiles and sampling, Sewing, Attention to detail, Technical drawing,
Freehand drawing, Digital drawing, Sketching, Illustration, Print design, Styling, Visual storytelling,
Video direction, and editing, Photography, Strong communication skills

LANGUAGES
German (native) | North Macedonian (native) | English (fluent) | Dutch (fluent) | Serbian (advanced) |
Italian (intermediate) | Bulgarian (advanced) |  | Cyrillic (read and write)

ADDITIONAL

German Citizenship

Driving Licence B, BE, C1, C1E


